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Shoup Made Visible –
Toronto’s Pricing Problems

FRIEND WHO
LIVES INEAST
Toronto is testing
a new pay-as-
you-go parking

and insurance meter. He came
to visit me last week downtown
at College and University for a
one-hour meeting. I told him he
could park on a side street for
$2 an hour or in the private
parking lot under my building
for $8/hr. Guess which parking
option he preferred.

The picture to the right shows a
close of up the final 39% of the dis-
tance he drove – all of it in fruitless
circles to find a way to put his park-
ing money in a City meter. Surely,
39% can’t be typical can it? Can short
trips engender this much waste? You
bet it can. This trip should have been
5km, but was 8.25km.

He cruised the block of Elizabeth
between Gerrard Street and College Street four times!
Who’s at fault here? The carbon-burning, single-occupant
vehicle driver trying to save $6? Or the City he was so eager
to give his $2 to?

Well, let’s think it through
First, consider that my friend spent about 10-12 minutes

circling for parking which made him late for our meeting (he
ended up in the $8/hr IMPARK lot). That means that he val-
ued his time at about $36 per hour since he was only willing
to blow off 10 minutes to save $6. Others value their time less
and circle more – you can count on it.

Second, my friend clearly would have paid anything
between $2.01 and $7.99 for the hour he needed. So Toron-
to is throwing that revenue away on many thousands of
high-demand parking spots every day. I assert that with
proper pricing Toronto would dramatically increase its
parking revenue. I wish they would – and start repairing
some streets with the money. The arterial nearest where I
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live is a single pothole interrupt-
ed by islands of asphalt.

Third, my friend wasted a bit
of gas and released a bit of car-
bon. Even if GlobalWarming is a
crock, this is not something we
want to be seen doing.

Fourth, my friend generat-
ed some congestion. Circling
for parking is the greatest sin-
gle cause of inner city traffic
congestion.

Fifth, the additional conges-
tion made him and the other cars
around him (congestion begets
congestion), burn even more gas,
which has additional Greenhouse
Gas and National Security impli-
cations (burning gas enriches
hostile states).

So my friend wasted 10 min-
utes and some gas in his losing
bid to save $6. He needlessly con-
tributed a little extra to air pollu-
tion and will probably feel even
worse reading this. Toronto suf-

fered some additional pollution and congestion while los-
ing a revenue opportunity of, say, $4 had correct pricing
yielded a spot for my friend. Note that we are not only
talking about the increment of pollution and congestion
that my friend personally contributed, since his circling
activity had secondary spillover effects for other drivers
around him.

And this is repeated thousands of times every day.
Add to that the “lucky winners” of Toronto’s parking
roulette who are paying $2 instead of $4 per hour, the city
is likely losing upwards of $250,000 per week-day or
somewhere between $60 - $100 million per year. If such
pricing encouraged a portion of these bargain-hunter
parkers not to bring their vehicle into the city, but to use
some other modality, that would only be an additional
benefit. How many people would leave their car home to
save $4 ($2 incremental fee per hour for 2 hours)? Likely
5-10% of the street parkers.And most of themwould find

Extra distance travelled “looking” for a parking space.



another way to transact their business.
The cumulative size of revenue loss to our city, the

unnecessary environmental impact to a City that lays
claim to green leadership, and the direct contribution to
the daily grind of congestion beg to be addressed. I assert
that Toronto could dramatically improve inner-city traf-
fic flow and reduce emission volumes by increasing its
parking charges to the Shoup-optimum of 15% vacancy.
Considering the spread between the cost of off-street
parking and underpriced on-street parking, the City
could easily double it parking revenues – at least in the
downtown core.

Setting a proper parking price, i.e., more than $2 on a
street next to an $8/hr lot would free up spaces for short-
term visitors, making those visitors happy, saving time, sav-
ing fuel, reducing congestion, reducing pollution and
swelling city coffers. Correct pricing of street parking
leaves almost everyone a winner especially the City and its
property tax-payers.

Wait you say, what about those people who circle and
get a $2 space and therefore are more likely able to visit a
shopping area in Toronto to transact business. Isn’t that
good? Not so much. Each such lucky person in the parking
lottery pays a price for the uncertainty, the circling, the
extra gas, the extra walk, and the lateness and the rush.
Each one contributes to congestion and pollution, as the
majority of them are “entitled” to park their SOV at the
lowest price. Underpriced parking carries a small, transient
benefit to individuals who happen to be lucky on a particu-
lar day, but it carries a large societal detriment to all of us
each day, every day.

Any Mayor in any city in any country on our planet can
green his city while contributing to its coffers. No program
to raise tens of millions for a city could be saner – and its
way, way better than increasing property taxes.

Bern Grush is Chief Scientist for Skymeter Corporation. He
can be reached at bgrush@skymetercorp.com
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